
 THE DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT IN CHINA,
 1978-1979: OPPOSITION MOVEMENTS,
 WALL POSTER CAMPAIGNS, AND
 UNDERGROUND JOURNALS

 Kjeld Erik Brodsgaard*

 THE BEIJING SPRING or the Chinese Democracy Move-
 ment began as a dazibaol movement in Beijing in November 1978. The
 movement soon spread all over China and by Christmas engulfed all
 the major cities of the country. Activists organized into groups and
 started to publish poorly printed, unofficial journals-underground
 journals (dixia kanwu), as they have been called. These journals quick-
 ly became the principal media of the Democracy Movement.

 In spite of varying philosophical and political orientations, the
 different democratic groups formed a kind of loose coalition. Their
 rallying point was the demand for democracy which Wei Jingsheng,
 one of the prominent figures of the Democracy Movement, had dubbed
 "The Fifth Modernization." This demand does not imply opposition
 to the Four Modernizations, which are designed to change China into
 a modern, industrial society by the year 2000 through modernization of
 agriculture, industry, defense, and science and technology, but rather
 suggests that the modernization program is insufficient because it does
 not embrace that vitally important element without which the others
 will not or cannot be achieved-the modernization of democratic con-

 * I wish to thank, Frederick Wakeman, University of California, Berkeley, and
 Harriet Mills, University of Michigan, for encouraging me to write an article on
 'this particular subject for an English-speaking audience. I am also grateful to Ian
 Bo Andersen, University of Copenhagen, for the invaluable suggestions and com-
 ments he gave me on reading the final draft.

 1 Wall posters in Chinese are called either dazibao ("big-character notices") or
 xiaozibao ("small-character notices"). Of these, dazibao are by far the most impor-
 tant.
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 ditions. The primary demands of the Democracy Movement were civil
 liberties, basic economic rights, and a higher degree of freedom vis-,t-vis
 state and party.

 In March 1979, the Chinese authorities clamped down ona the
 Democracy Movement, arresting several of its most prominent leaders.
 During the summer and early fall of 1979, the remaining organizations
 and groups were again allowed to voice criticism, but in December the
 final crackdown was launched by the Chinese leadership.

 The rise and fall of the Democracy Movement, 1978-1979, is the
 primary concern of the present article. An attempt to sketch the con-
 temporary political context is followed by a discussion of the different
 democratic organizations and their journals and, finally, an attempt to
 assess the importance of the movement. To put the basic themes of the
 Democracy Movement of 1978-1979 into a historical perspective, we
 must survey a number of similar, although not quite identical, phenom-
 ena-the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, the Li Yi Zhe manifesto
 of November 1974, and the Tian'anmen incident in April 1976.

 The Cultural Revolution

 The Cultural Revolution may have been launched by Mao Zedong
 in order to purge his political opponents in the very center of the party
 and state apparatus,2 but the political forces (primarily the Red Guards)!
 released by Mao's call to "Bombard the Headquarters" broadened the
 struggle. The realization of a socialist utopia became the dominant
 theme by late 1966. The fight against individual powerholders turned
 into an anti-bureaucratic struggle and eventually engulfed close allies
 of Mao himself.3 The opposition against the Establishment in the uni-
 versities was soon joined by declasse "rusticated youths," who returned
 to the cities in large numbers, and was transformed into a movement
 for a genuine proletarian culture and education. The Red Guard move-
 ment developed its own momentum and sought to establish links with
 the Chinese workers; this constituted a threat to the party, which since
 1949 had successfully prevented any alliance between the intellectuals
 and the working class-the most potent political alliance of all. In
 1957, in the wake of the Hundred Flowers Movement, the intelligentsia
 had been effectively silenced as a result of a repressive Anti-Rightist
 Movement. But in 1966-1967 the heirs to the crippled intelligentsia,
 the young Red Guards, swept the country and established contacts with

 2 It is the prevailing view that a split between a Mao Zedong faction and a Liu
 Shaoqi faction developed in the aftermath of the Great Leap Forward, constituting
 one of the main factors behind Mao's decision to launch the Cultural Revolution.
 Consequently, most of the literature on the Cultural Revolution deals mainly with
 the conflict among the elite.

 3 David Milton and Nancy Milton, The Wind Will Not Subside: Years in Rev-
 olutionary China, 1964-69 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1976),,p. 279; Helmuit Opletal
 und Peter Schier, China: wer gegen wen? (Berlin Rotbuch Verlag, 1977), p. 20.
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 dissatisfied sections of the working class.4 The Shanghai Commune of
 February 1967 was an alarming sign. The Commune was organized on
 the principles of the Paris Commune of 1871 and was therefore based
 on direct political participation by the masses and not on a Leninist
 type party organization. The power positions of Mao and the Central
 Cultural Revolution Group were suddenly threatened by forces they
 had released themselves. The leading role of the party as such was en-
 dangered.

 Mao's response was clever indeed. Instead of cracking down on
 the revolutionary upsurge, he tried to contain it by integrating the
 young revolutionaries into the state apparatus. The Revolutionary
 Committees became the integrational instrument, and during 1967 and
 early 1968, these committees, based on the three-in-one combination,
 were set up all over the country. The Red Guards faced a dilemma:
 instead of smashing the old state structure according to the principles
 of the Paris Commune, they suddenly found themselves about to be
 incorporated into a new administrative system which in fact revital-
 ized the very state structure they were trying to subvert.5 The rebels in
 fact became rulers in name.

 Inevitably, this policy of accommodation and integration caused
 splits among the Red Guard organizations. Roughly speaking, one
 group consented to work inside a purged although not fundamentally
 changed party and state machinery. Another group insisted on carrying
 through the revolution against the old system that had produced
 "capitalist-roaders" like Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping; they wanted
 to abolish this system, not just reform it. Reformers and abolitionists
 were facing each other. The "reformers" had the backing of the estab-
 lished left led by Jiang Qing and her supporters in the Central Cultural
 Revolution Group. The "abolitionists" were left out in the cold with
 no one to support them at the Center and increasingly came to regard
 Jiang Qing and the established left as traitors to the revolutionary
 cause.6

 Sheng-wu-lian: In Hunan, Mao's native province, the revolutionary
 "non-integrationists" formed the "Hunan Provincial Revolutionary
 Great Alliance Committee"-usually abbreviated as Sheng-wu-lian (the
 first characters of province, proletariat, and alliance) on October 11,

 4 Temporary and contract workers were particularly receptive to Red Guard
 agitation. See, for example, Hong Yung Lee, "Mao's Strategy for Revolutionary
 Change: Case Study of the Cultural Revolution," The China Quarterly, No. 77
 (March 1979), p. 64.

 5 The necessity to smash rather than revitalize the old state structure as a basic
 theme in the Commune was a concept of particular relevance to the Cultural
 Revolution, stressed in its most concise form in a Hongqi editorial carried on the
 front page of Renmin Ribao on January 31, 1967: "On the Proletarian revolution-
 aries' struggle to seize power." Hongqi, No. 3 (February 1967). Translated in Peking
 Review, No. 6 (February 3, 1967).

 6 Opletal und Schier, China: wer gegen wen%, p. 22.
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 1967. During the following four months, the Sheng-wu-lian formulated
 three documents: a group of resolutions on the Cultural Revolution in
 Hunan; a program; and the essay "Whither China?" These documents
 advocated the deepening of the Cultural Revolution in Hunan-"in
 essence the true beginning of a socialist revolution in China," "a revolu-
 tion of one class overthrowing another"-that is, a thorough socialist
 revolution. According to the Sheng-wu-lian, the Cultural Revolution
 had been led astray by the purging of individual "capitalist-roaders"
 rather than the exposure and overthrow of the newborn class of "red
 capitalists," and the former had become the dominant form of strug-
 gle.7

 "A class of red capitalists emerged in China," claimed Sheng-wu-
 Han. In Marxist terminology, this statement constitutes a theoretical
 problem because Marxist theoreticians usually define classes in terms
 of property relations: the owners of the means of production constitute
 the dominant class in a given social formation. Consequently, according
 to this line of thought, the socialization of the privately owned means
 of production following the Communist take-over in 1949 resulted in
 abolition of the capitalist class.

 The Sheng-wu-Iian class definition is based on the concept of ex-
 ploitation. A new class has arisen based on special privileges and high
 salaries. By way of these special privileges and high salaries, the class of
 "red capitalists" is enabled to appropriate the surplus product of the
 working masses. Although the new "red capitalist" class does not own
 the material means of production in a formal sense, it nevertheless con-
 trols them because of its dominant position in the party and state struc-
 ture. The traditional Marxian key concept of ownership is replaced by
 control and power under this "extended" class analysis. The class defini-
 tion based on exploitation was to be repeated in future criticisms of
 the party and state in relation to society, especially the Li Yi Zhe mani-
 festo and the Democracy Movement of 1978-1979.

 Mao Zedong is criticized by the Sheng-wu-lian for having consented
 to a retreat. Originally, he had advocated communes based on the Paris
 Commune of 1871. But suddenly he opposed the establishment of the
 "Shanghai People's Commune" in February 1967 and proposed the
 formation of Revolutionary Committees, which, according to the Sheng-
 wu-lian, is tantamount to furthering the reinstatement of the bureau-
 crats already toppled. "The Revolutionary Committees based on the
 three-in-one combination will inevitably be a type of regime for the red
 bourgeoisie to usurp power, in which the army and local bureaucrats
 will play a leading role." In sum, the Sheng-wu-lian position held that
 Mao's policy after the summer of 1967 was one of compromise with the
 "capitalist-roaders" in the party and that this policy had allowed the
 "red capitalists" to return to power. "At present, a counter-revolution-
 ary adverse current has appeared throughout the country from top to

 7 Klaus Mehnert, Peking and the New Left: At Home and Abroad (Berkeley:
 Center for Chinese Studies, University of California, 1969), pp. 75, 90.
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 bottom."8 By January 1969, the influence of the Sheng-wu-lian had al-
 ready spread to the neighboring provinces of Hubei and Guangdong.
 Red Guards in Guandong called for new uprisings because "the old
 powerholders had returned." In February and March, Red Guard or-
 ganizations published the three documents of the Sheng-wu-lian. In
 April, flyers attacking Mao and Zhou Enlai as well as defense minister
 Lin Biao were distributed in Guangzhou.9

 The established left of the CCP leadership associated with Jiang
 Qing reacted strongly against the Sheng-wu-lian, primarily in order not
 to risk being associated with "ultra-leftism." The Hunan Red Guard
 organization was labelled a "counter-revolutionary organization" led by
 "lackeys of Peng Dehuai, Liu Shaoqi, Deng Xiaoping, and He Long,
 and Guomindang counter-revolutionaries." These "revisionists" had
 "hoodwinked" the masses "so as to render service to American imperial-
 ism and the modern revisionism of the Soviet Union."'0

 Suppression of the Red Guards: From the spring of 1968, the PLA
 cracked down on the left Red Guard organizations. Worker Propa-
 ganda Teams supported by the army took over the universities and high
 schools. Red Guard leaders all over the country were arrested and not
 infrequently executed. Among the arrested Red Guard leaders in
 Guangzhou were Li Zhengtian, co-author of the famous dazibao "On
 Socialist Democracy and the Legal System." The majority of the Red
 Guards were "sent down" to do manual work in the countryside ac-
 cording to an Urgent Notice of October 1967, issued by the Central
 Committee, State Council, Military Affairs Commission, and the Cen-
 tral Cultural Group."1

 Clearly, this decision was intended to liquidate the, by now, em-
 barrasing mass movement. By the end of 1968, it was all over, and the
 former Red Guards, once elevated to revolutionary sturmtruppen, sud-
 denly found themselves not only relieved of all political influence but
 also reduced to a declasse social position to which the majority of them
 never adjusted. Their former protectors at the very top of the CCP had
 sacrificed them in order to preserve their own political influence and
 power. This traumatic experience destroyed the alliance between the
 established left and the Red Guards. The alliance was never resurrected.
 In fact, the split deepened as will be seen from the Li Yi Zhe manifesto,
 the Tian'anmen incident of 1976, and the writings of the Democracy
 Movement of 1978-1979.

 8 Mehnert, Peking and the New Left, pp. 87, 79. For an interesting discussion on
 the issue of compromise in relation to the Cultural Revolution, see Charles Bettel-
 heim, "De la revolution culturelle au detour de Teng," L'Etincelle, No. 70 (October
 6, 1978), and "Parti et mouvement de masse dans la transition," L'Etincelle, No. 71
 (October 13, 1978).

 '9Opletal und Schier, China: wer gegen wen?, p. 23.
 10 Mehnert, Peking and the New Left, p. 112.
 11 CCP Documents of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, 1966-67 (Hong

 Kong: Union Research Institute, 1968), pp. 560-563.
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 Li Yi Zhe

 On November 10, 1974, a dazibao containing 20,000 characters ap-
 peared in a downtown street in Guangzhou. Entitled "On Socialist
 Democracy and the Legal System," the dazibao was signed Li Yi Zhe, a
 collective pen name for three former Red Guards (Li Zhengtian, Chen
 Yiyang, and Wang Xizhe) of the Red Flag faction in Guangzhou.12 The
 writers demanded democracy, human rights, and a socialist legal sys-
 tem. The dazibao is important because it seems to represent the views
 of a large number of former Red Guards.'3 Thus it provides an insight
 into the ideological development of the young Cultural Revolution gen-
 eration six years after the suppression of the organized Red Guard
 movement. Furthermore, in the demands raised in the Li Yi Zhe mani-
 festo, there are clear parallels to the democracy movement of 1978-
 1979. Finally, the Li Yi Zhe story illustrates that the voicing of criticism
 and protest in China is related to the ongoing power struggle inside the
 CCP in the sense that opposition movements are dependent on support
 from important leaders or factions inside the party; otherwise they will
 eventually be suppressed. This is the case whether opposition move-
 ments develop spontaneously or are initiated from the "top." The Li
 Yi Zhe manifesto therefore provides a paradigm for the fate of political
 dissent in post-cultural revolutionary China.

 The most prominent of the Li Yi Zhe group, Li Zhengtian, was a
 victim of the political volte-face of the established left around Jiang
 Qing in the fall of 1967. When the military strongman of Guangzhou,
 Huang Yongsheng, cracked down on the Red Flag Red Guard organ-
 ization, Li Zhengtian was arrested along with other "radical" Red
 Guard leaders. He suffered four years of imprisonment. With the fall
 of Lin Biao c(and Huang Yongsheng), he was released in 1972 and was
 given a job at the library of his former college, the Guangzhou Fine
 Arts Institute.

 While working there, Li Zhengtian finished the first draft of the
 Li Yi Zhe manifesto. He mimeographed the essay and circulated it
 among former Red Guard colleagues for discussion. In December 1973,
 a second draft was finished. It was decided that the essay should be sent
 to the Center in Beijing as well as distributed to the Guangdong Pro-
 vincial Committee. In November 1974, the final third draft appeared
 as a dazibao signed by Li Zhengtian, Wang Xizhe, and Chen Yiyang.14

 According to the Li Yi Zhe poster, the Cultural Revolution was
 sidetracked in 1968. At that time, the dictum "the state power is the
 power to suppress" became operative, and "all across the land, there

 12 A complete translation appears in Chinese Law and Government, X:3 (Fall
 1977), and Issues and Studies, January 1976.

 13 During 1974-1975, posters similar to that of the Li Yi Zhe group appeared
 in other parts of China. See Peter Schier, "Der Fall 'Li Yi Ze,'" China Aktuell
 (April 1979), pp. 489-504.

 .14 Ibid.; Opletal und Schier, China: wer gegen wen?, pp. 9-12.
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 were arrests everywhere, suppressions everywhere, miscarriages of justice
 everywhere. . . . This was the rehearsal of social-fascism in our country;
 and the commander in chief of the rehearsal was Lin Biao." Instead of
 the realization of "great revolutionary democracy on the most extensive
 scale," the Cultural Revolution resulted in the creation of "the Lin
 Biao system." Although Lin Biao suffered a downfall in September 1971
 as a result of his abortive coup d'6tat, this event did not signify the end
 of his system. "The Lin Biao system has created a force of civil officials
 who share vested interests."15 The Li Yi Zhe elaborates on the issue by
 expounding a class analysis, the essence of which is similar to that of
 the Sheng-wu-lian.

 "A Soviet Union type of privileged class" has emerged in China.
 The necessary preferential treatment granted by the party has been
 expanded into political and economic special privileges, thereby caus-
 ing the emergence of a new "bourgeois mode of possession." It is a re-
 sult of "changing the public into private" under conditions of socialist
 ownership of the means of production. That is, through their control-

 although not ownership-of the means of production, certain party,
 state, and enterprise leaders have been able to appropriate special priv-
 ileges to the detriment of the working masses, becoming "powerholders
 taking the capitalist road." They form a "newborn bourgeois class
 hatched out of special privileges," the existence of which constitutes the
 "main source of danger for a capitalist restoration.'" The parallels to
 the Sheng-wu-lian are obvious.

 The Li Yi Zhe analysis of the basic character of Chinese society
 seems to contain theoretical difficulties. The group points to the danger
 of a "capitalist restoration" while stressing that the "tradition formed
 by the feudal autocracy of several milleniums is stubbornly entrenched
 in all domains of the superstructure such as ideology, culture, educa-
 tion, and law etc." Furthermore, consider statements like: "After 1966,
 the masses of people have opposed, under the slogan of democracy, the
 capitalistic counter-revolutionary line of the capitalist-roaders in the
 Party, especially the feudalistic social-fascist line having an ultra-left-
 appearance and an ultra-right essence"; and "the feudalistic social-
 fascist autocracy is the main danger to our dictatorship of the prole-
 tariat"; or "our Party has been moulded into a ruler-vassal and father-
 son party, our State has been moulded into a state under feudalistic
 social-fascist autocracy."''7

 However, when the pieces are put together the following theoreti-
 cal framework emerges: China experienced a socialist revolution in
 1949. By 1956 industry had been socialized and agriculture had been
 collectivized. During the late 1950s the main source of danger for the
 new socialist order based on the dictatorship of the proletariat was

 15 Issues and Studies, January 1976, pp. 133, 136.
 16 Ibid., p. 114f.
 17 Ibid., pp. 141, 130, 129, 119.
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 "bourgeois rightists," left over from the old society. After the early
 1960s, the main source of danger was capitalist-roaders in the party
 "who have wormed into the party to cook up a feudalistic social-fascist
 autocracy.'8 What they want to restore is not an "ordinary dictator-
 ship of the bourgeosie," but "a feudalistic-social-fascist autocracy."

 The Li Yi Zhe analysis points to an essential problem by stressing
 that the "Lin Biao clique" is not trying to establish an ordinary dicta-
 torship of the bourgeosie. China was never dominated by a capitalist
 mode of production.'9 Thus vestiges from the old society are of a
 feudalistic rather than capitalistic nature. Consequently, the real prob-
 lem is not the restoration of capitalism according to the strict defini-
 tion of the term. Rather "careerists" in the party appropriate special
 privileges, thereby forming a new ruling class that protects itself and
 its privileges in a feudal fashion.

 The Li Yi Zhe group blurs the issue because it uses the concepts
 "capitalist-roaders" and "capitalist restoration." Since the Cultural
 Revolution these concepts have been associated with the Liu-Deng fac-
 tion. But this faction is not the primary target of the Li Yi Zhe criti-
 cism. Their concern is rather with the "careerists" in the party who
 used the struggle against the Liu-Deng faction to establish their own
 power position based on "rituals" left over from the old society. These
 "rituals" are "feudalistic" and a stumbling-block to the development of
 democracy in China; it is these "careerists" who are referred to in the
 Li Yi Zhe manifesto as the "feudalistic social-fascist line having an
 ultra-left appearance and an ultra-right essence." In sum, the Li Yi Zhe
 group maintains the terminology of the Sheng-wu-lian class analysis. As
 in the Sheng-wu-lian, the conclusion is that China has developed into
 a new class society dominated by the "Lin Biao system" based on feudal
 vestiges rather than by a class of "red capitalists." Consequently, the
 resulting political strategy stresses democratic rights and the develop-
 ment of the forces of production within the framework of socialism.

 At this point the former Red Guards and the Liu-Deng faction
 joined forces, the Li Yi Zhe stressing democracy and the Liu-Deng group
 emphasizing the development of the forces of production. It is impor-
 tant to note that the Li Yi Zhe calls for the abolition of the Lin Biao
 system, but not of the socialist foundation of China.20 They were "re-

 18 Ibid., p. 132.
 19 Kjeld Erik Brodsgaard and Soren Clausen, "Kina og teorierne om overgang-

 ssamfundet," in Marxismen og de socialistiske lande (GMT: 1979), pp. 115-161. (In
 Danish.)

 20 The author does not agree with Peter Moody who claims the Li Yi Zhe poster
 shows that "Chinese radicalism has come full circle: Li Yi Zhe converges with Lin
 Xiling, and both converge with liberalism." See Peter R. Moody, Opposition and
 Dissent in Communist China (Stanford, California: Hoover Institution Press, 1977),
 p. 215. Thus we read in the Li Yi manifesto: "The basic tasks of the Chinese people
 in the entire historical stage of socialism is to consolidate, under the guidance of
 the correct line, (the dictatorship of the proletariat. However, this revolutionary pro-
 gram of the dictatorship of the proletariat, when placed in the hands of reaction-
 aries, becomes a mockery of the revolutionary aspirations of the masses." See Issues
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 formers" rather than "abolitionists." The Li Yi Zhe position maintains
 the Sheng-wu-lian class analysis and chooses a feudal interpretation of
 the factors that prevent or arrest the socialist development of China.
 The Li Yi Zhe position should thus be viewed as an intermediate posi-
 tion between the left Red Guard position of the Cultural Revolution
 and the views of the democracy movement of 1978-1979.

 The Li Yi Zhe standpoint on democracy and human rights is stated
 in more unequivocal terms. The goal is "an extensive people's democ-
 racy": "The most fundamental right of the people in socialist society
 is the right to manage the state and the society." Freedom of speech,
 press, and association must be secured. "The people want democracy;
 they demand a socialist legal system; and they demand the revolution-
 ary rights and the human rights which protect the masses of people."2'

 Supervision of the leadership at various levels in the party and
 state by the masses of the people is of primary importance to the Li Yi
 Zhe group's concept of democracy. The group suggested to the immin-
 ent 4th National People's Congress that the broad masses of people
 should acquire the power to dismiss and elect their own leaders, a de-
 mand which was also of utmost importance to the 1978-1979 democra-
 cy movement.

 Powerful friends: In the beginning of 1974, the activities of the Li Yi

 Zhe group came to the attention of the Guangdong party head, Zhao
 Ziyang, and of the new Guangzhou Military Region Commander, Xu
 Shiyou, both political allies of Deng Xiaoping and members of the
 moderate faction. They had a vested interest in criticizing Lin Biao and
 the "literati" (i.e., Gang of Four) supporting him. In August 1973, the
 campaign against Lin Biao and Confucius had been launched by the
 remnants of the established left at the Center (the Gang of Four). The
 essence of the campaign was a vehement criticism of the personal life
 of the former defense minister.

 By concentrating their criticism on the system which had produced
 Lin Biao, the Li Yi Zhe group broadened the scope of the campaign.
 They were actually using the criticism of Lin Biao as camouflage for an
 attack on the Gang of Four, the so-called literati who had secured the
 survival of the Lin Biao system three years after Lin's death. On this
 point, the interests of the moderate faction and the former rebel Red
 Guards coincided. The moderate faction saw an advantage in using
 former Red Guards like Li Zhengtian, with whom they were not di-
 rectly identified, to engage in a pointed criticism of the Gang of Four.
 For the ex-rebels, criticizing Lin Biao provided a good opportunity to
 air their grievances, reverse the verdict on their group, and expose the
 repression campaign conducted against them by the former member of

 and Studies, January 1976, p. 145; also cf. the citation in note 22. It would be more
 accurate to state that part of the Democracy Movement, 1978-1979, converges with
 Lin Xiling and liberalism.

 21 Issues and Studies, January 1976, pp. 116, 139.
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 the established left, Huang Yong Sheng. A tactical alliance was estab-
 lished between two quite different groupings within China's political
 spectrum, setting a precedent for the future. The split between the
 leftist Red Guards of the Cultural Revolution and the established left
 had developed into deep antagonism.

 In April 1974, Zhao Ziyang appointed Li Zhengtian "inspector for
 social problems in Guangzhou." Li formed a group that conducted ex-
 tensive investigations into the official terror of the latter phase of the
 Cultural Revolution in Guangdong. The results of the investigations
 were published in part in Nanfang Ribao. The material was an impor-
 tant part of the empirical background for the Li Yi Zhe poster. In late
 1974, the developments in Guangzhou attracted the attention of the
 Center in Beijing. Li Xiannian denounced the poster: "Reactionary
 through and through, vicious and malicious to the extreme."22 That Li
 Xiannian, who is not believed to belong to the Jiang Qing faction, pro-
 nounced this harsh verdict is a clear indication of the seriousness of
 the matter. In the political climate of the time, Zhao Ziyang and Xu
 Shiyou dropped their support of the Li Yi Zhe group because the time
 was not yet ripe for a head-on confrontation with the Gang of Four.
 The Li Yi Zhe group had to be sacrificed.23

 In December 1974, an official criticism of the Li Yi Zhe manifesto,
 also written in the form of a dazibao and signed by Xuan Ji Wen (Prop-
 aganda Collective Essay),24 appeared in the streets of Guangzhou. It
 denounced the Li Yi Zhe manifesto as "reactionary." The three authors
 of the Li Yi Zhe group were arrested and "struggled against" for the
 second time, and were not completely rehabilitated until February 1979.

 The Tian'anmen incident

 In 1976, Premier Zhou Enlai and Chairman Mao Zedong both
 passed away. During the course of the year a bitter power struggle took
 place and until autumn it appeared the moderate faction would be
 the loser. On April 7, it was announced that Deng Xiaoping, the leader
 of the moderate faction, was dismissed from all his posts as a conse-
 quence of the "counter-revolutionary incident which took place at the
 Tian Anmen Square."25

 22 Schier, "Der Fall 'Li Yi Ze,' " pp. 492, 499.
 23 In an interview from the time of their rehabilitation, early February 1979,

 the Li Yi Zhe group made quite explicit that the Gang of Four had been the real
 target of their poster from 19'74: "Nous ne sommes pas des opposants au parti com-
 muniste chinois. C'est un parti marxiste et nous somnes aussi des marxistes. Nous
 avons presented un point de vue marxiste 6manent du parti commiunisite contre le
 direction alors au pouvoir, 'la bande des quatre.'" See Liberation (Paris), February
 16, 1979.

 24 Xuan Ji Wen was an official pen-name of the Propaganda Department of
 Guangdong Provincial Party Committee. A translation appears in Chinese Law and
 Government, X:3 (Fall 1977); and Issues and Studies, February 1976.

 25 "Resolution of the C.P.C. Central Committee On Dismissing Teng Hsiao-ping
 from All Posts Inside and Outside Party," April 7, 1976. In Peking Review, No. 15
 (April 9, 1976).
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 The Tian'anmen incident forms an important background to the
 democracy movement of 1978-1979. It originated in what appeared to
 be a commemoration of Zhou Enlai during the traditional Qing Ming
 festival. For several consecutive days, an increasing number of people
 (mourning the late premier) gathered at the Tian'anmen Square.
 Wreaths decorated with ribbons and flowers were placed at the Monu-
 ment to the People's Heroes. Soon poems and posters appeared all over
 the square. Quite a few carried slightly veiled attacks on the Gang of
 Four. Even Mao was the target of indirect criticism. On the night of
 April 4, the wreaths, poems, and posters were removed by the authori-
 ties. On the following day this act caused violent confrontations be-
 tween the huge crowd, and police and militiamen. Many were arrested
 as "counter-revolutionaries."

 On April 8, the Renmin Ribao vehemently denounced the April
 Fifth Movement, as it later came to be known.

 Early April, a handful of class enemies, under the guise of commemo-
 rating the late Premier Zhou Enlai during the Qing Ming festival, en-
 gineered an organized, premeditated and planned counter-revolutionary
 political incident.

 "The counter-revolutionary activities" were conducted by "bad ele-
 ments" and "hooligans." They used "extremely decadent and reaction-
 ary language and the trick of insinuation viciously to attack and slander
 our great leader Chairman Mao and other leading comrades [read:
 Gang of Four] on the Party Committee." They even had the audacity to
 shout:

 Gone for good is Qin Shihuang's feudal society. We believe in Marxism-
 Leninism; to hell with those scholars who emasculate Marxism-Leninism!
 What we want is genuine Marxism-Leninism. For the sake of genuine
 Marxism-Leninism, we fear not shedding our blood and laying down
 our lives; the day modernization in four fields is realized, we will come
 back to offer libations and sacrifices.

 These "hooligans" also uttered "vile slanders," saying that "the recent
 so-called anti-Right deviationist struggle is the act of a handful of
 careerists to reverse verdicts." The "counter-revolutionary elements" did
 not confine themselves to "slogans" and "vile slanders," but resorted to
 "beating up militiamen," "overturning motor vehicles," and "setting
 fire to barracks of the army guards."26

 Deng Xiaoping was held responsible for instigating the incident
 and was removed from all his posts. On the day Deng was dismissed,
 the Political Bureau "on the proposal of our great leader Chairman
 Mao . . . unanimously" agreed to appoint Hua Guofeng First Vice-
 Chairman of the Party and Premier of the State Council. The dismissal

 26 The Renmin Ribao article, "Counter-revolutionary Political Incident at Tian
 Anmen Square," appears complete in Peking Review, No. 15 (April 9, 1976).
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 of Deng Xiaoping signified a victory for the Gang of Four. But it was
 a Pyrrhic victory because it was by now clear that the Gang had lost its
 mass support. The appointment of Hua Guofeng indicated that new
 political constellations were emerging. That Deng was allowed "to keep
 his Party membership so as to see how he will behave in the future"
 was also indicative of the crippled power of the Gang of Four. When
 they received their coup de grace from Hua Guofeng in October 1976,
 even former members of the established left betrayed them.27

 When the verdict on the Tian'anmen incident was officially re-
 versed in 1978, it was claimed that the target of the mass demonstrations
 in April 1976 had been the Gang of Four.28 The incident was depicted
 in terms of a "vertical cleavage" (radical vs. moderate) rather than a
 "horizontal cleavage" (elite vs. masses), a distinction which clearly was in
 the interest of the moderate faction, led by Deng Xiaoping. However,
 the Tian'anmen demonstrations represented a trend of thought among
 some Chinese youth more profound than just an anti-Gang of Four
 sentiment. To the participants, the events marked a turning point in
 the political life of China, and the symbolic significance was later em-
 bodied in referring to the demonstrations as the "April Fifth Move-
 ment," which reflected a general aspiration for liberalization through-
 out society. It is in this sense that April 5, 1976 represents the opening
 salvo of China's Democracy Movement. Furthermore, the split between
 Deng Xiaoping and the Democracy Movement that occurred in the
 spring of 1979 cannot be adequately understood if the anti-authoritar-
 ian and anti-bureaucratic sting of the movement is belittled.

 Interlude: Following the fall of the Gang of Four, poems written by

 the Tian'anmen demonstrators circulated more or less openly. From
 March 1978 some were posted on a brick wall at the Xidan Crossing
 in downtown Beijing, later called "Democracy Wall." At the same time,
 posters appeared criticizing Wu De, who as mayor of Beijing had been
 directly responsible for the suppression of the Tian'anmen demonstra-
 tors, and voicing demands for a reversal of the Tian'anmen verdict.

 On September 20, 1978, the official journal of the Communist
 Youth League, China's Youth (Zhongguo Qingnian), was published for
 the first time in 12 years. It contained a positive evaluation of the
 Tian'anmen incident and denounced the Security Police (Gonganju)
 for having behaved as a "fascist force" in the suppression of the dem-
 onstrations at that time. The journal also contained an article in which

 271 am especially referring to Wang Dongxing, Wu De, and Chen Xilian. As
 Head of the Central Committee Security Forces, Mayor of Beijing, and Commander
 of Beijing Military Region, respectively, they were key figures in the arrest of the
 'Gang of Four. Together with Ji Dengkui they later formed the "whateverist" faction,
 ousted from power in February 1980.

 28 It was clearly in the interest of the moderate faction to depict the incident
 as a vertical cleavage (radical-moderate) rather than a horizontal (elite-mass). In my
 opinion it was both.
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 the personality cult of Mao was labelled "religious superstition." The
 article stated that an a priori belief in Mao Zedong Thought was "ideo-
 logically absurd."29

 The publication of China's Youth signalled the opening phase of
 the "Beijing Spring." Thereafter, events accelerated. On October 11,
 Wu De was dismissed from his post as mayor of Beijing.30 Four days
 later, the new mayor, Lin Hujia, reversed the original verdict on the
 Tian'anmen incident, which now was labelled a "revolutionary event."
 Hundreds of demonstrators were released from prison and praised as
 "heroes of the people." In their honor a play was staged called "When
 all sounds are hushed."'31 The Tian'anmen poems were collected and
 published with a title page in Hua Guofeng's personal calligraphy.32
 On November 21 and 22, the People's Daily carried long articles that
 explained what had "really happened" on April 5, 1976. A wave of
 liberalization, called the "Second phase of the April Fifth Movement"
 as well as the "Beijing Spring,"33 swept across China. The second phase,
 which echoes the "Prague Spring" of 1968, is better known in the West.

 Wall poster campaign: Almost immediately after the Tian'anmen
 demonstrators had been rehabilitated, a spate of posters appeared in
 Beijing, spreading from the Democracy Wall to Wang Fujing Street
 and the Tian'anmen Square. The dazibao can be divided into three
 main categories.34

 First are those criticizing Mao and other leaders, especially the

 29 Using his position as Director of the Central Committee's General Office,
 Wang Dongxing apparently tried to prevent the publication of this particular issue.
 But because of the intervention of Deng Xiaoping he did not succeed. However, the
 journal was published three weeks later than originally announced. See Yu-Hsi Nieh,
 "Der Unbestlindiger Pekinger Friihling," China Aktuell, November 1979, pp. 1217-
 1223.

 SOActually his posts were Chairman of the Beijing Revolutionary Committee
 and First Secretary of the Beijing Party Committee. The title Mayor was abolished
 during the Cultural Revolution and not reintroduced until 1979.

 31 In Chinese "Yu Wu Sheng Chu." An English translation appears in Chinese
 Literature, No. 4 (1979). The play, written by a young Shanghai worker, Zong Fuxian,
 was staged in Beijing in the middle of November. Several dazibao criticized fthe play
 for viewing the Tian'anmen incident as primarily an anti-Gang of Four and pro-
 Zhou Enlai manifestation. These dazibao pointed out that the Tian'anmen demon-
 strations first and foremost were directed against the system that had produced a
 phenomenon like the Gang of Four.

 32 Tian'anmen Shichao (Beijing: Renmin Wenxue Chubanshe, 1978).
 33The linguistic parallel of the April Fifth Movement (siwu yundong) and the

 May Fourth Movement (wusi yundong) is obvious. However, to the participants of
 the Democracy Movement, the parallel was of a political rather than a linguistic
 nature. In late 1978, as in 1979, "democracy," "freedom of thought," and "science"
 were key concepts. See Chow Tse-tung, The May Fourth Movement (Stanford, Calif.:
 Stanford University Press, 1967).

 34An important part of the following discussion is based on personal observa-
 tions and experiences during my stay in China (Beijing and Nanjing), September
 1978-July 1979. Much insight was obtained through conversations with Danish
 students in China at that time, especially Ian Bo Andersen (University of Copen-
 hagen), Flemnming Christiansen, and Susanne Posborg (University of Arhus). While
 in Nanjing, I benefited by numerous talks with Robin Munro (SOAS, University of
 London).
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 "whateverist" faction led by Wang Dongxing.35 A deep resentment
 against the political persecution during the Cultural Revolution was
 expressed, and demands for the rehabilitation of disgraced leaders were
 raised. The dazibao addressing these issues were relatively numerous
 until late December 1978. After that, they decreased in numbers because
 of the return of Peng Zhen, Bo Yibo, and Yang Shangkun, and the
 posthumous rehabilitation of Peng Dehuai and Tao Zhu. Likewise, the
 political eclipse of the "whateverist" faction at the important Third
 Plenary Session, December 18-22, seemed to be met with satisfaction.
 The critique of Mao, which was surprisingly frank, was reduced in
 scope and vehemence when Deng Xiaoping came to Mao's rescue in
 late November.36 The Democracy Movement was later to split on this
 issue.

 Second are the personal complaints about arbitrary political per-
 secution and miscarriages of justice. The majority of the dazibao belong
 to this category. For example, one father writes about his rebellious
 son, whom he had turned over to the authorities for "reeducation." It
 appears that the police had savagely tortured the boy and then exe-
 cuted him. Pictures showing the maltreatment illustrated the text.37
 There are also numerous accounts of hunger and starvation, mostly
 written by peasants who had arrived in Beijing in the thousands to
 air their grievances.

 Third are calls for democratic reforms, a socialist legal system, and
 human rights, including demands for "freedom to travel," "moderniza-
 tion of life styles," "the necessity of learning from other countries," etc.
 References to the human rights policy of President Carter were numer-
 ous.38 It is also noteworthy that the existence of the Soviet dissent was
 known, although it is apparent that the young writers of dazibao were
 not in possession of any copies of Soviet Samizdat.

 :35 A dazibao, posted in Beijing, November 22, warned: "There is a handful of
 people who were in power during the epoch of the Gang of Four. These people took
 part in the suppression of the Tian'anmen incident. If they do not repent, if they
 do not publicly admit their crimes, their days will soon be numbered. Their down-
 fall will be like those of Lin Biao and the Gang of Four." Wang Dongxing was cri-
 ticized by name for having collaborated with the Gang of Four, and for taking part
 in the suppression of the Tian'anmen incident. He was called an "opportunist and
 a political turncoat." Wu De was also criticized by name for his direct participation
 in the crackdown on the Tian'anmen demonstrators. Besides, he was strongly at-
 ,tacked for his alleged "mismanagement" of Beijing City causing "despicable" living
 conditions for the inhabitants. As to Mao, a dazibao, posted in Beijing, November
 19, criticized Mao's "metaphysical thinking in his old age." Another poster on the
 22nd raised the following five questions: "Ask yourself: How could Lin Biao reach
 power without the support of Mao? Ask yourself: Did Mao not know that Jiang
 Qing was a traitor? Ask yourself: Did Mao not know that Zhang Chunqiao was a
 traitor? Ask yourself: Without the consent of Mao, would it have been possible for
 the Gang of Four to launch the campaign against Deng Xiaoping? Ask yourself:
 Without the consent of Mao, would it have been possible to label the Tian'anmen
 episode a counter-revolutionary incident?" Author's notes.

 36 "Every Chinese knows that without Chairman Mao there would have been
 no new China," Peking Review, No. 48 (December 1, 1978).

 87 Author's notes.
 88 Author's notes.
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 Toward the end of November, public rallies for democracy and
 human rights took place in Beijing and Shanghai. On the eve of No-
 vember 29, the American journalist Robert Novak communicated to
 the crowd gathered at the Tian'anmen Square in Beijing that Deng
 Xiaoping had declared the wall poster campaign "a good thing." This
 drew a cheer from the crowd numbering several thousand young Chi-
 nese. It was remarked: "We knew we could trust Vice-Premier Deng."39

 Third Plenary Session: It was rumored in Beijing that concurrent with

 the wall poster campaign a series of meetings was being held among
 senior party leaders. These meetings were, in fact, a working conference
 in preparation for the scheduled Third Plenary Session. In the course
 of the conference, the Deng faction encountered opposition from the
 "whateverists."40 The debate focused on economic issues. The Deng
 faction wanted to reinstate the principles of the readjustment policies
 of 1962-1965. The "whateverist" faction resisted, knowing that a "spill-
 over" effect was likely to occur, namely a denunciation of the Cultural
 Revolution, and if not of Mao himself, then of his political and eco-
 nomic line. The "centrist" faction led by Hua Guofeng also resisted,
 aware of the potential danger to their own position if Deng succeeded
 in outmaneuvering the "whateverists." After all, subsequent to the fall
 of the Gang of Four, Hua Guofeng had initiated an economic policy
 based on heavy industrial growth and high rates of accumulation. Deng

 obviously met with bitter resistance, but in the end had his way.
 In this context, a surging wall poster movement attacking his op-

 ponents on the left was-to say the least-convenient for Deng. He
 could, and probably did, play on the apparent existence of a vertical
 cleavage, where mass support was on his side. Judging from the tense
 atmosphere of the big cities of China in late November and early De-

 cember 1978, a Deng Xiaoping defeat would have created disturbances

 and opposition not easy to control. But while the interests of Deng and
 the emerging Democracy Movement coincided, they would necessarily

 diverge, for Deng was primarily interested in enhancing his political
 power in order to promote his economic program of readjustment. The
 Democracy Movement argued that economic modernization and politi-

 cal modernization were interconnected. The message conveyed by the
 dazibao on Democracy Walls of Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan, Guangzhou,
 Tianjin, Guiyang, etc. was clear: Political modernization is a prerequi-
 site to economic modernization. Deng saw it the other way around,
 and when the issue was put to a test, he did not hesitate to draw the
 necessary consequences.

 39 Author's notes.
 40 In Chinese, "fanshipai." That the former associates of the established left

 were given this name has to do with their dogmatic interpretation of Mao and his
 political and economic line. On the ideological level, Deng's response was to stress
 "Seek truth from facts." See Helmut Martin, "Innerparteiliche Auseinandersetzun-
 gen und die erste Entmaoisierungsphase. Die Zentrale Arbeitskonferenz und das 3.
 Plenum des XI. Zentralkomitees Ende 1978 sowie deren Auswirkungen 1979," China
 Aktuell (June 1979), pp. 655-672.
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 Beijing Spring: Underground Journals

 Toward the end of 1978, activists of the dazibao campaign were
 organized. Many of the newly formed organizations began publishing
 journals. By the end of the year these journals had become the most
 important mouthpieces of the Democracy Movement (Minzhu Yun-
 dong) of the Beijing Spring. They were mainly mimeographed copies
 made from handwritten stencils. In Beijing they were usually sold at
 the Democracy Wall on Sunday afternoons.

 The journals were produced under the most difficult of circum-
 stances. Most activists had full time jobs, and it was not easy for them
 to find the time required to edit and put out publications. Another
 problem was that materials (ink, paper, and stencils, etc.) needed for
 printing were controlled by the authorities and therefore difficult to

 obtain. Finally, the journals were published without the formal ap-
 proval of the authorities; none were ever officially approved, which
 placed heavy psychological pressure on the activists. As a consequence,
 the journals were usually published in very limited editions.

 The publication with the largest circulation was probably Masses'
 Reference News, which is said to have printed 20,000 copies of its Jan-
 uary issue in 1979.41 However, most journals appear to have had much
 more limited runs: 200-500 copies per issue.42 It must be pointed out,
 however, that the number of copies printed does not reflect the actual
 number of readers. Most journals were affixed to the Democracy Wall

 as posters and were circulated in private, like the Soviet samizdat, and
 carefully copied by hand.

 In the beginning, quite a few journals were circulated through the
 mail. At this stage the journals had the character of unofficial or parallel
 journals. Later as the authorities became increasingly annoyed with the
 whole phenomenon, circumstances of publishing and circulation be-
 came so difficult that the term underground journals (dixia kanwu)
 would be more appropriate. The active members of the democratic or-
 ganizations were mostly in their twenties and early thirties. They can
 be divided into two categories. One category was the "older generation"
 that had taken an active part in the Cultural Revolution as Red Guards.
 Wei Jingsheng belongs to this category, as does the core group of the
 Enlightenment Society. The other category consisted of people too
 young to have taken active part in the Cultural Revolution whose pO-
 l~itical experiences stemmed from the Tian'anmen incident. Many of
 them had been arrested on that occasion. While in prison they devel-
 oped a common attitude toward the necessity for reform and change.
 The editorial staffs of April Fifth Forum and Beijing Spring belonged
 to this category. The activists of both groups were workers, clerks, or

 41 See James D. Seymour, ed., The Fifth Modernization: China's Human Rights
 Movement, 1978-79 (New York: Earl M. Coleman Enterprises, 1980).

 42 Exploration (Tansuo) printed 150 copies of the first issue of -the journal, 250
 copies of the second, and 800 of the third. See Exploration, No. 4 (September 7, 1979).
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 young teachers, but some of them were also sons and daughters of high-
 ranking cadres (the father of Wei Jingsheng, for example, was deputy
 director of the State Planning Commission).

 The intelligentsia (authors, professors, researchers, etc.), however,
 were not represented among the activists. Two explanations can be
 offered. First, the intelligentsia never really overcame the shocks of first
 the Anti-Rightist Movement in 1957, then the Cultural Revolution,
 during which this stratum was labelled the "stinking ninth category."
 Twice the intelligentsia had borne the brunt of vehement attacks and
 obviously were careful not to do so a third time. Second, the general
 political and economic strategy of Deng Xiaoping envisaged a greater
 role for the Chinese intelligentsia. Suddenly the opportunity of acquir-
 ing social prestige and status was within reach. Deng's intention is to
 co-opt the intelligentsia, and that clearly is in their interest. Members
 of the intelligentsia may speak favorably about the young dissidents in
 private, but in public they follow the political line of the party. The

 absence of the intelligentsia in the dissident movement is a unique
 Chinese phenomenon. In other "socialist" countries, the intelligentsia
 (KOR in Poland, Charta 77 in Czechoslovakia, Bahro in East Germany,
 Solzhenitsyn and Sakharov in the Soviet Union) form the very back-
 bone of criticism of and opposition to state and party.

 From the beginning, peasant demonstrations in Beijing and the
 illegal return to the cities of "sent down youth" were associated with,
 although not directly involved in, the democratic organizations.43
 Throughout 1978, the official press had stressed the need to redress all
 wrongs. This policy opened a Pandora's box. By the end of 1978, groups
 of peasants had left their homes, often far from Beijing, to present
 complaints to the central authorities in the capital.44 By the thousands
 they settled in front of official buildings while waiting for the cases to
 be heard. Many of these "petitioners" had been politically ostracized
 or unemployed for years, victims of arbitrary treatment by local cadres.
 They sought redress from the Beijing authorities because the local
 cadres were reluctant to "redress all wrongs" in their localities.

 Fu Yuehua, a 32-year old unemployed woman from Beijing, was
 among the petitioners. In 1975, she had allegedly been raped by the
 party secretary of her working unit. She filed a complaint, which re-
 sulted in her dismissal.45 Being a petitioner herself, Fu Yuehua came
 to know some of the peasants who had travelled to Beijing to present
 their grievances. On January 8, the anniversary of Zhou Enlai's death,
 Fu Yuehua was one of the leaders of a peasant demonstration in Bei-

 43 "Educated youth," "rusticated youth," and "young intellectualsl" all refer to
 unemployable urban youth with a high-school education who had been transferred
 to the people's communes, state farms, or so-called production and construction
 corps, a transfer in mot cases intended to be permanent. Between 1968 and 1975
 alone, 12 million "educated youths" were "sent down" (xiafang) to the countryside.

 44 See Arlette Laduguie, "The Human Rights Movement," Index on Censorship,
 9:1 (February 1980), pp. 18-26.

 45Zhengming, No. 26 (1979); Huang He, No. 6 (April 1979).
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 jing against "hunger and oppression." Ten days later, she was arrested
 by plainclothes policemen from the Public Security Bureau (Gonganju).
 Fu's arrest was publicized in dazibao at the Democracy Wall. The par-
 ticipants in the Democracy Movement reacted strongly, and the most
 active organizations undertook an inquiry into the affair.46

 Undoubtedly, the arrest of Fu Yuehua, at a time when the Beijing
 Spring was still flourishing, was prompted by the link she personified
 between the peasant petitioners and the Democracy Movement. It is
 quite likely that the authorities perceived the "shangfang" movement of
 the peasants as a much more immediate threat than the poster writers.
 A link of more permanent nature between the two groups was political-
 ly explosive.

 The "educated youth" were another declasse social group threaten-
 ing to provide the Democracy Movement with a mass base. In the mil-
 lions they had been "sent down the countryside and up the mountains."
 As had been the case in the begining of the Cultural Revolution, they
 took advantage of the relaxation of central control and returned to
 the cities in large numbers, but because they returned illegally, they
 were outside the rationing system in the cities. If their families were
 unable to support them, they had to resort to "illegal means" in order
 to survive.47 The problem of both the peasant "shangfang" and the re-
 turn of the "educated youth" to the cities, combined with the ideolog-
 ical criticism from the Democracy Movement, caused much concern in
 the leadership. But before the crackdown was launched, the Democracy
 Movement's organizations and journals mushroomed all over the coun-
 try. The leading organizations and publications were April Fifth Forum,

 Beijing Spring, the Chinese Human Rights Alliance, the Enlighten-
 ment Society, Exploration, Masses' Reference News, and Today.

 April Fifth Forum (Siwu Luntan): On November 26, 1978, the April
 Fifth Paper (Siwu Bao) and People's Forum (Renmin Luntan) joined to
 form the April Fifth Forum, with Liu Qing and Xu Wenli as editors.
 Initially, the staff consisted of only four people, but in January it grew
 to over 20, mainly workers and young teachers ranging in age from 22
 to 36. Among the staff were members of the party and members of the
 Communist Youth League. April Fifth Forum had its editorial office
 in a room in Xu Wenli's two-room apartment; articles were edited,
 stencils cut, and copies printed and stapled in this room. This journal
 was published once a month. In an interview, Xu Wenli recounted the

 46 There is a report on the investigation in Exploration, No. 3 (March 1979).
 47 On February 5, 1979, in Shanghai, several thousands of illegally returned

 "rusticated youths" marched on the local party headquarters, besieging it for several
 hours. They also disrupted the train traffic to and from Shanghai. This "February
 Fifth incident" was not taken lightly by the authorities and was undoubtedly one
 of the reasons behind the crackdown in March. The leaders of the Shanghai demon-
 strations were sentenced from two to nine years of prison. See Wenhuibao, Decem-
 ber 12, 1979.
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 background of the Democracy Movement and the establishment of
 the April Fifth Forum:

 The Democracy Movement was launched by some youths who felt that
 the system in our socialist society remained far from perfect and that
 there were imperfections in our legal system. Inspired by the Tian'anmen
 incident they came up with many proposals for democracy and the legal
 system. This paper was born out of a desire to further develop and per-
 petuate this movement. . .. Our paper was also born out of a strong
 desire to meet the needs of current political struggles and to turn the

 poster into a more effective mass medium.

 At first our paper carried two categories of articles, namely one category
 emphasizing the protection of the people's basic rights, especially the
 right to freedom of speech. Another category stressed the need for a
 profound transformation of our political and economic structures es-
 sential to the realization of the Four Modernizations in China. We felt
 that on the eve of our social transformation, many imperfect systems
 have prevented our society from moving forward. For example, in the
 past, greater attention was paid to the transformation of the relations of
 production. But the need for spurring the development of productive
 forces was neglected.48

 In the opinion of Xu Wenli, people must be given maximum freedom
 and maximum democracy, but they cannot demand absolute freedom.

 Among the more important contributors to April Fifth Forum were
 Xu Wenli (pen-name Xu Shu), Liu Qing (pen-name 0538), Zhou Xun,
 and Chen Erjin. The journal criticized the Enlightenment Society's
 letter to President Carter on January 1, 1979.49 They were also against
 Wei Jiingsheng's "New Democracy or New Dictatorship?" April Fifth
 Forum belonged to the category of the "reformers."

 Beijing Spring (Beijing zhi chun): Most of the people associated with

 the Beijing Spring were young people who had been involved in the
 Tian'anmen incident and had suffered reprisals as a result. The core
 group, who originally met in jail, included Han Ziziong, Wang Juntao,
 and Li Zhousheng. Han and Wang have since become members of the
 Central Committee of the Chinese Youth League.

 The Beijing Spring was very critical of the "whateverist" faction of
 the Party, especially Wang Dongxing. They were among the first to
 argue for a rehabilitation of Liu Shaoqi. The journal was the least
 "dissident" of them all and clearly belonged to the "reformers" cate-
 gory. It was rumored to have the tacit support of Deng Xiaoping; one
 of the issues was printed at the Foreign Languages Press in 10,000

 48 Ou Pulei, "Fangwen Beijing minban kanwvu 'Siwu Luntan' fuzeren Xu
 Wenli," Guanchajia, No. 22 (August 1979).

 490538 (Liu Qing), "Zai tan 'Meiguo she minzhu de "leiyuan" ma?' ", Siwu
 Luntan, No. 9 (April 29, 1979).
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 copies. In January 1980, editors Wang Juntao and Zhou Weimin made
 a self-criticism to the Central Committee of the Chinese Youth League.
 Beijing Spring was both a political and a literary journal, carrying a
 mixture of news, political commentaries, and short stories.

 The Chinese Human Rights League (Zhongguo Renquan Tongmeng): The

 league was formed on January 1, 1979, by nine persons, including Ren
 Wanding who was arrested on April 4, 1979. On January 8, the third
 anniversary of the death of Zhou Enlai, the Chinese Human Rights
 League proclaimed its famous Nineteen Points.50 The league was a
 large coalition and quite representative of the Democracy Movement,
 especially in early 1979. In March of that year, the Chinese Human
 Rights League split on the issue of the invasion of Vietnam. From that
 time the league played a minor role in the Democracy Movement. The
 Chinese Human Rights League published China's Human Rights
 (Zhongguo Ranquan) at irregular intervals. The editor was Ren Wand-
 ing.

 The Enlightenment Society (Qimengshe): The Enlightenment Society

 was formed by a group of former Red Guards who had been "xiafanged"
 to Guiyang from eastern cities. In Guiyang, they published the first

 issue of the journal Enlightenment (Qimeng) on October 11, 1978. On
 November 24, the Enlightenment Society formed a Beijing office, but
 still, it was the least Beijing oriented of all the major democratic or-
 ganizations. The society wrote a letter to President Carter on January
 1, seeking his support for the human rights cause in China.51

 In February, Li Jiahua, Lu Mang, and Yang Yinfeng split from the
 Enlightenment Society and formed the Thaw Society (Jiedongshe),
 which published the journal Thaw (Jiedong). In March, they pub-
 lished a 16-point manifesto calling for the promotion of Rousseau's
 ideas on human rights and Sun Zhongshan's concept of democracy, as
 well as the study of cultures and civilizations derived from Christianity.
 They also demanded a revision of Marxism, that "outdated elements
 in Mao Zedong's thought" should be discarded, and that "every kind of
 idol and tablet for Mao, which the Gang of Four had set up everywhere,
 be torn down immediately." On the issue of democracy, they had this
 to say:

 We demand a comprehensive constitution and the formation of a de-
 cent, complete, national legal system. According to this constitution, gov-
 ernment and Party leaders must be elected by secret ballot, and those
 elected should serve for four years. The honest and capable may stand
 for election, but they should never serve for more than two terms. We

 6O The Nineteen Points were slightly revised on January 17, 1979. See "Zhong-
 guo renquan xuanyan shi jiutiao," Zhongguo Renjuan (February 1979).

 51 Qimeng, No. 3 (January 1, 1979).
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 oppose anyone's staying in power for life. The appointment of a "rep-
 resentative" by an official with no endorsement by the people violates
 the will of the people.52

 Thaw was edited by Li Jiahua, who was also in charge of the journal
 New Poetry (Xin Shixue). Both the Thaw Society and the Enlighten-
 ment Society belong to the "abolitionist" category.

 Exploration (Tansuo): On December 15, 1978, a long article appeared
 in the form of a dazibao on the Democracy Wall. The article entitled
 "The Fifth Modernization" contained the slogan: "Without democracy,
 the Four Modernizations cannot be achieved." To invite comments, the
 author's signature included his address. A number of people, including
 Yang Guang, Lu Lin, and Liu Jingsheng looked up the author, Wei
 Jingsheng, a 29-year old electriction at the Beijing Zoo. At the meeting
 they decided to publish a journal of their own to air their views. This
 journal, Exploration (Tansuo), is probably the best known of the un-
 derground journals because of its "radicalism" and "militancy" and the
 fame of its editor Wei Jingsheng. The first issue of Exploration, pub-
 lished on January 8, 1979, attracted wide attention mainly because of
 Wei's dazibao from December 15, which was reprinted in this issue. The
 second issue, published on January 29 and also widely discussed, con-
 tained an article in which Wei summed up his position on human
 rights, equality, and democracy, as well as articles on prisons in China.53
 However, the most important in the contemporary political context was
 a special issue of March 25 that carried an article by Wei in which the
 split between Deng Xiaoping and the "abolitionists" was publicly dis-
 played. Four days later, Wei Jingsheng and other members of the pub-
 lishing group, the most notable being deputy editor Yang Guang, were
 arrested. The journal fell silent for several months, but reappeared in
 September 1979 edited by Lu Lin. Wei Jingsheng and Exploration
 epitomized the "abolitionist" position par excellence.

 Masses' Reference News (Qunzhong Cankao Xiaoxi): This publication

 owed its existence to the unemployed nuclear physicist Xia Xunjian.
 Among the staff members were steel worker Xu Qing, machinery work-
 er Yang Changguang, the "educated youth" Wang Shimin, and four
 other persons whose occupations are not known. Masses' Reference
 News, with a title echoing the governments internal Reference News,
 was published for the first time on December 23, 1978. This eight-page,
 bimonthly was, in contrast to most of the other journals, only moder-
 ately critical of Mao Zedong. Masses' Reference News deplored the
 emergence of "radicals" (read: the "abolitionists") in the Democracy

 52 Thaw manifesto, point 10. See Seymour, The Fifth Modernization, pp. 78-80.
 53 Tansuo, No. 3 (March 11, 1979).
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 Movement who were "attempting to achieve democracy overnight."54
 It supported Deng Xiaoping and the Four Modernizations, but pointed
 to the necessity of the "modernization of leadership" by electing cadres
 democratically. Xia Xunjian was arrested on April 30, 1979.

 Today (Jintian): This journal appeared for the first time in December
 1978. Co-editor Liu Nianchun was a brother of Liu Qing from the
 April Fifth Forum. Today was a literary journal, unlike most of the
 other journals, which focused on political analyses and commentaries.
 It featured poetry, short stories, literary criticism, and translations from
 foreign works (for example Heinrich B611 and Graham Greene). The
 existence of Today indicates that the Democracy Movement was more
 than just a political movement. Since the fall of 1979, some of the
 authors in Today have joined officially published journals.

 Other journals published were Truth (Qiushibao), Hundred Flow-
 ers (Baihua), Autumn Fruit (Quishi), Fertile Land (Wotu), Life i(Shen-
 ghuo), The Spark (Huohua), Democracy Wall (Minzhuqiang), Democ-
 racy and the Era (Minzhu yu Shidai), Science, Democracy, and Law
 (Kexue Minzhu Fazhi), Grass on the Plain (Yuan shang cao), all in Bei-
 jing; Zhejiang Spring (Zhejiang shi chun) in Hangzhou; People's Voice
 (Renmin zhi Sheng) and People's Road (Renmin zhi lu) in Guangzhou;
 People's Voice (Renmin zhi Sheng) in Shanghai; The Bell (Zhongsheng)
 in Wuhan; and also a compilation of songs in several volumes, The
 People's Songbook (Quanmin Gezu).

 Theoretical Framework of the Democracy Movement

 As mentioned in the introduction, the Democracy Movement em-
 bodied various philosophical and political orientations. It is useful to
 distinguish between two major groups. One group, the "reformers," or,
 perhaps more to the point, the "socialist democrats," favored demo-
 cratic reform and progress within the framework of the present poli-
 tical and economic structure of China.55 Thus they never really ques-
 tioned the "socialist" foundation of China, the dictatorship of the pro-
 letariat, and the leadership of the Party based on Marxism-Leninism-
 Mao Zedong Thought. As indicated above, the publishing groups of
 Beijing Spring, April Fifth Forum, and Masses' Reference News be-
 longed to this category. The "reformers" of the Li Yi Zhe group were
 the most important forerunners of this category. The Li Yi Zhe group,
 the "radical" Red Guards of the Cultural Revolution, have turned into
 the "socialist democrats" of today.56 Xu Wenli summed up the position

 -54 Seymour, The Fifth Modernization, p. 18.
 55 "Minus 5," International Newsletter Published by the 70's Front, Hong Kong

 (August 1979).
 56 Chen Erjin, a prominent figure among the "socialist democrats," wrote a

 major theoretical essay, "On the Democratic Revolution of the Proletariat," pub-
 lished in a special issue of Siwu Luntan. See Chen Erjin, "Lun wuchanjieji minzhu
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 by stating that "the essence of the Democracy Movement in China is a
 call for putting the Marxist Truth into practice in China."57

 In contrast, the "abolitionists," the other main group, sought a
 complete transformation of Chinese society, which they regarded as a
 class society. A new ruling class had arisen based on the special priv-
 ileges of the bureaucratic and technocratic strata. The "abolitionists"
 rejected the possibility of ensuring real democracy within the frame-
 work of the present "socialist" China. Thus, they were critical of the
 concept of a dictatorship of the proletariat based on one-party rule and
 unified ideology. They called for a multiparty system and some of them
 even viewed the United States as the banner of democracy.58 The "abo-
 litionists" were former Red Guards who had belonged to the moderate
 Red Guard groups. Now they took up the analyses of their former po-
 litical rivals, such as the Sheng-wu-lian, although they reached different
 conclusions. To the Sheng-wu-lian, the revolution should be deepened
 in order to abolish a "red capitalist class." To the "abolitionists" of
 1978-1979, the revolution should be reversed in order to destroy the
 systemic foundation of a new class, ruling in the name of socialism. The
 real forerunner of the "abolitionists" was the Hundred Flowers Move-
 ment, especially the student opposition. Thus the views of Wei Jing-
 sheng and of Lin Xiling, the critical China People's University student
 of 1957, converged, and both moved toward "liberalism."

 Wei Jingsheng's last article on "The Fifth Modernization" can be
 regarded as one of the main "abolitionist" documents. According to
 this article all the social systems established on Marxist principles-the
 modern socialist states-"without exception neither acknowledge nor
 protect the equal human rights of the individual members of society."
 These social systems are all built on the "party's monolithic leadership"
 and are therefore true "dictatorships." To Wei, the Democracy Move-
 ment expressed the "need to refute the Maoist-type of dictatorship,"
 which he regarded as a special brand of Marxist dictatorship. On the
 attainment of democratic social environment, Wei says: "Whoever un-
 derstands this and agrees to strive for this goal, is standing at the fore-
 front of the historic trend. Whoever opposes and hinders the attain-
 ment of this goal is using deceptive means to mislead this movement
 onto a wrong road, and he is a traitor to history. And whoever sup-
 presses this genuine popular movement is a murderer in the true
 sense." 9

 geming," Siwu Luntan, No. 10 (June 1979). Of the Li Yi Zhe group, rehabilitated
 in February 1979, only Wang Zizhe became actively involved in the Democracy
 Movement, 1978-1979. See Wang Xizhe, "Wei wuchanjieji de jieji zhuanzheng er
 nuli," Renmin zhi sheng (Guangdong: July 1979). Not surprisingly, he supported
 the "socialist democrats."

 57 Ou Pulei, "Fangwen Beijing."
 58That is, the "Enlightenmenlt Society." See Qimeng, No. 3 (January 1, 1979).
 V9 (Wei Jingsheng), "Yao minzhu haishi xin de ducai?," Tansuo, No. 3 (March 25,

 1979).
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 The Crackdown

 The political thaw culminated in China during February 1979.
 The political discussion on the Democracy Wall at Xidan and in the
 underground journals was in full bloom. There were gatherings in the
 parks where young people read their poetry and sang and danced to
 the music of guitars. Apparently, all this was accepted by the authori-
 ties. But behind the scene the crackdown was being prepared. Follow-
 ing the "riots" in Shanghai on February 5, 1979, the Shanghai authori-
 ties in collaboration with the Center in Beijing prepared an official
 circular forbidding all public demonstrations and activities "disturb-
 ing public order." The circular was posted in Shanghai on March 6.

 When Deng Xiaoping had signalled his support of the emerging
 Democracy Movement in late November 1978, the movement was in
 its socialist democratic phase. But abolitionist journals like Enlighten-
 ment and Exploration increasingly came to represent the movement in
 its heyday at the beginning of 1979. For Deng, the "abolitionists" went
 too far. Obviously this was even more the case for the "whateverists"
 and the "centrists" who bore the brunt of the criticism. There is no
 evidence that the "abolitionists" ever had any backing at the top of the
 CCP. So when the crackdown came, a united leadership was behind
 the decision.

 Warning of the imminent crackdown came on March 16, when
 Deng Xiaoping spoke to a closed group of high-ranking cadres. In his
 speech Deng warned that the Democracy Movement had "gone too far"
 and that some utterances were not in the interest of "stability, unity,
 and the Four Modernizations."60 In the future, political discussions
 were to uphold the "Four Principles."'1 Debate bringing the "socialist
 system" into question was to be stopped. An official notice was later
 posted in Beijing banning all dazibao, books, and publications opposed
 to the "Four Principles."62

 Wei Jingsheng responded to this development on March 25. In
 a special issue of Exploration entitled "Democracy or New Dictator-
 ship," he leveled his attack on Deng Xiaoping:

 The people must be aware of Deng Xiaoping's metamorphosis to a dic-

 tator. After Deng Xiaoping's reinstatement in 1975, he seemed at first to
 demonstrate that he treasured the interests of the people. Then, the
 masses of the people fervently expected him to continue that kind of
 policy and were willing to support him with their blood. . . . Since he
 has now put down the masquerade of supporting democracy, taken sup-
 pressive actions against the people's democratic movement, allowed the
 provinces to take stands completely opposed to democracy and resolute-

 60 Laduguie, "The Human Rights Movement,," pp. 22-23.
 61 "Uphold the socialist road, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the leadership

 of the Communist Party, and Marxim-Leninism-Mao Zedong Thought." On April 5,
 the "Four Principles" were presented to the public in a Renmin Ribao editorial.

 62 See Beijing Review, No. 15 (April 13, 1979).
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 ly maintained dictatorial policies, he is no longer worthy of the people's
 trust and support.

 In more general terms, Wei Jingsheng wrote: "We can only trust
 those leaders who are under our supervision. These leaders must be
 delegated by us and not forcibly imposed upon us.... Anyone who is
 not willing to subject himself to the supervision of institutions elected
 by the people, and anyone who is prepared to encroach on the basic
 democratic rights of the people, can only be an enemy of the people."03

 Four days later, on March 29, Wei Jingsheng was arrested by the
 Public Security Bureau (Gonganju). During the following days, other
 leaders of the Democracy Movement were arrested, among them Chen
 Lu and Ren Wending from the Human Rights League. The crackdown
 was followed by articles in Red Flag calling the slogan of human rights
 "a bourgeois slogan." On April 5, the third anniversary of the Tian'an-
 men incident, the People's Daily emphasized that the demonstrations
 had been "revolutionary" because they had been conducted in "the
 spirit of the Four Principles." The message was clear for all to read.

 Because the journals of the "socialist democrats" were not the im-
 mediate target of the authorities, they survived the first crackdown, and
 journals like Today and April Fifth Forum were still sold at the Democ-
 racy Wall. In late summer 1979, the Democracy Movement blossomed
 again. At the end of August, April Fifth Forum convened a meeting at
 the Democracy Wall, which was attended by more than a thousand
 people, and called for a public trial of activists arrested earlier in the
 year. On September 7, the first issue of Exploration following the arrest
 of Wei Jingsheng appeared.

 Amidst this intensification of activities it was announced that the
 trial of Wei had started. On October 16, the Intermediate People's
 court in Beijing sentenced him to 15 years of imprisonment and depri-
 vation of civil rights for a further three years. The harsh conviction of
 Wei, which aroused great attention abroad, mainly because it coincided
 with Hua Guofeng's visit to Western Europe, came as a shock to the
 Democracy Movement. At the Democracy Wall, members of the April
 Fifth Forum tried to distribute "pirate" copies of Wei's speech, based
 on tape recordings, but they were quickly stopped by the Security
 Police.64

 At the meeting of the Standing Committee of the National People's
 Congress in late November, vehement criticism of the presence of the
 Democracy Wall in the center of Beijing was raised. The reason was
 that the wall had been "used by a small number of bad people to incite
 unrest and undermine stability and unity."65 The meeting concluded

 63 (Wei Jingsheng), "Yao minzhu haishi xin de ducai?"
 064 A full translation of Wei's defense speech appears in Issue and Studies (March

 1980), pp. 101-109. For further information on the case of Wei, see Zhengnming, No-
 vember 1979.

 65 Beijing Review, No. 49 (December 7, 1979).
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 that the Democracy Wall should be "abolished," and that this question
 should be handled by the Beijing authorities. A week later, the Beijing
 Municipal People's Government issued a notice including stipulations
 on putting up dazibao in the city. The notice, which took effect on De-
 cember 8, demanded an end to the discussions and debates at the
 Democracy Wall. In the future, dazibao were to be posted at a site in
 Yuetan (Moon Altar Park) in the western suburbs of Beijing. Further-
 more, dazibao writers were required to put up their posters at desig-
 nated hours, while handing over their names, addresses, and work unit
 numbers to a registration office in the park. It was proclaimed that as of
 that day writers of dazibao would be held responsible if opinions ex-
 pressed were more audacious than those officially permitted.66

 On January 16, 1980, Deng Xiaoping spoke to a cadre conference
 in Beijing. Talking on "factors of instability," Deng said:

 There are so-called "democrats" and "dissidents" who openly oppose the
 socialist system and the CCP leadership, such as Wei Jingsheng and his
 like. Although they sometimes say that they too support Chairman Mao
 and the CCP, they actually want to oppose CCP leadership and social-
 ism. The real ideology of this bunch is to regard socialism as inferior to
 capitalism and the mainland as inferior to Taiwan. Of course, they know
 nothing about what capitalism is or what the true state of affairs is on
 Taiwan. Many of them have gone astray and need educating and saving.

 Deng made it quite clear that the leadership intended to crush the
 Democracy Movement. To achieve this end, the Central Committee
 would be prepared "to submit to the NPC Standing Committee and
 the NPC a motion to abolish the Constitution's articles concerning the
 'Four Greats'."67

 In the beginning of April, the 14th Session of the Standing Com-
 mittee of the Fifth National People's Congress was held. The meeting
 resolved to revise article 45 of the Constitution deleting the "Four
 Greats" (Si Da).68

 On April 15, Renmin Ribao crowned the second and final crack-
 down by launching a front page assault on the Democracy Movement.
 But by that time the remaining democratic journals had already stopped
 publishing.

 The final crackdown on the Democracy Movement was clearly
 launched by Deng Xiaoping. Concurrently he secured his power posi-
 tion within the party. A month after his important January 16 speech,
 he had definitively defeated his opponents. At the Fifth Plenum (Feb-
 ruary 23-29, 1980), the "whateverists" were ousted. Furthermore, Liu

 66 Beijing Review, No. 50 (December 14, 1979).
 '67 FBIS/PRC, March 11, 1980.
 68 The "Four Greats" (Si Da) denote "speaking out freely, airing views fully,

 holding great debates, and writing dazibao."
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 Shaoqi was finally rehabilitated. Hu Yaobang became general secretary
 of the party, and Zhao Ziyang took over the daily affairs of the State
 Council. Why the crackdown on the "socialist democrats"? Can we
 escape the conclusion that the pattern of 1967 was repeated-namely,
 that Deng, like Mao, used the catalyst of genuine grievances among the
 population in an intra-Party power game? Did Deng Xiaoping "cajole
 the people's trust and confidence," as Wei Jingsheng has put it, in
 order to further his own ambitions?

 The reaction of the "socialist democrats" to the conviction of Wei
 Jingsheng indicated that this group was more dedicated to the princi-
 ples and issues of the Democracy Movement than to Deng Xiaoping's
 policies. Although the "socialist democrats" disagreed with Wei and the
 "abolitionists," they disagreed even more with the way his case was
 handled by the authorities. The harsh verdict set the "socialist demo-
 crats" and the authorities on a collision course, in which the former
 were radicalized.69 Thus the position of the "socialist democrats" was
 increasingly sympathetic to that of the "abolitionists": the oppression
 by a bureaucratic-technocratic class impedes the possibility of attaining
 the prescribed democratic goals.

 To Deng, "stability" has always been of primary concern. It is part
 and parcel of his general politico-economic program. The participation
 of the city-based intellectuals in the politico-economic process is a pre-
 requisite for attaining the modernization of Chinese society. Deng took
 great pains to put the intellectuals at ease while clamping down on
 the Democracy Movement.70 Deng is committed to the economic devel-
 opment of China. To him it is a prerequisite for expanding the poli-
 tical rights of the citizens. To the Democracy Movement, including the
 "socialist democrats," it was the other way around, to the extent that
 the movement in fact questioned the socialist foundation of China. The
 Democracy Movement has gone underground in the true sense of the
 word. When, or if, Deng's economic programs fail, the solid power
 constellation at the highest level of party leadership will again turn
 liquid. The expression of the real grievances of the people, which has
 been held in check by popular support of Deng's policies, once again
 will find its way to the surface.

 Conclusion

 The rise and fall of opposition movements in China is closely re-
 lated to power struggles in the CCP. The formulation of dissent is to
 a high degree a function of vertical cleavages among the elite in the
 sense that if the interests of protest movements coincide with those of

 *69 See interview of Xu Wenli by Alain Jacob in Le Monde, February 6, 1980.
 70 See Deng Xiaoping's speech on January 16, 1980 in FBIS/PRC, March 11,

 1980.
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 a definite faction of the party, their criticism will find the way to pub-
 licity less hazardous.71 They will be tolerated, perhaps even encouraged,
 but only to the extent that they are of use as a public indictment of the
 policies of opposing factions. A given faction of the elite may be in-
 terested in ousting other factions from power in the party, but it can
 hardly be expected to support the abolition of elite rule as such. On the
 other hand, opposition movements tend to surpass the limits set by
 elite struggles (intra-party confrontations), by their very anti-bureau-
 cratic and anti-authoritarian nature. They generally indicate the pres-
 ence of a latent horizontal cleavage. Mao, Jiang Qing, Zhao Ziyang,
 Deng Xiaoping-all former protectors of protest movements-receded
 when faced with the consequences of "radical criticism": the abolition
 of class rule (in this case the rule of a new bureaucratic-technocratic
 class rooted in the party). Confronted with this issue, they all chose the
 same solution: a restriction of the issues under debate followed by un-
 sentimental repression of those less willing to learn.

 The dazibao campaign and the Democracy Movement of 1978-
 1979 testify that dissent is rooted not in the intellectuals (as in 1957) nor
 in the students (as in 1967), but rather in the working class. In the long
 perspective this might appear to be even more dangerous to the party
 than the intellectual dissent of the Soviet type, which after all is a con-
 tradiction within the elite, a vertical cleavage, and not yet a contradic-
 tion between an elite-the party-and common citizens, a horizontal
 cleavage.

 71 For the origin of the concepts vertical cleavage and horizontal cleavage, see
 Hong Yung Lee, "Mao's Strategy for Revolutionary Change."

 KJELD ERIK BRODSGAARD is working at the East Asian Institute, the University
 of Copenhagen, on a fellowship from the Danish Social Science Research Council.
 In 1978-1979, he studied Economics and History in China. In 1980, he was a visiting
 scholar at the Center for East Asian Studies and the Hoover Institution, Stanford
 University, researching the economic development of China in the 1960s.
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